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Chiroptrivia Batman has 
chiroptophobia  

In the film “ Batman Begins” 

eight-year-old Bruce Wayne falls 

into a cave, where he encounters a 

swarm of bats. Later, he 

accompanies his parents to a 

production of Mefistofele, which 

features actors dressed as bats. 

Having developed a fear of bats, 

he urges his parents to leave the 

opera. Outside the theatre, they are 

mugged by Joe Chill, who proceeds to kill the 

parents Bruce.blames himself for his parents' 

murders 

 Quite why that leads him to don the bat costume 

would keep a psychiatrist busy for a while 

Director Christopher Nolan explains it thus ‘Bruce 

Wayne becomes his own worst fear.’ By 

confronting his fear literally (converting a cave full 

of bats into Batman’s hideout) and turning his fear 

into a symbol for criminals and the corrupt to fear, 

Bruce puts an end to his own fears  

 

Purists dispute this 

version of the  story. 

In Frank Miller’s 

Batman: Year One, 

Bruce returns home to 

Gotham after his travels abroad. He tries to go out 

and fight crime, putting himself in disguise and 

establishing an alibi. His attempt fails, however, 

since he is unable to intimidate his enemies. He is 

wounded and winds up at Wayne Manor. Desperate 

for a sign of how he should strike terror into 

Gotham’s underworld, a bat crashes through the 

window. This sparks Bruce’s repressed memory of 

his discovery of the cave and how bats terrified him. 

Seeing this as a sign, Bruce resolves to don a 

costume resembling a bat to intimidate his enemies. 

 

 
Source  http://www.brother-

eye.net/forum/viewtopic.php?f=14&p=84  

 

And I thought I should get out more 

 

 Recently Batman writer Grant Morrison was joined 

by artist J.H. Williams III for a three-part arc 

spanning Batman #667-669. That’s Great Eagle, 

also known as Dr. John Eagle, who, when he’s 

wearing the headdress and Bat-shirt, answers to the 

name Chief Man-of-the-Bats.  

 

As you’d expect a guy who dresses like that and 

goes around calling himself "Chief Man-of-the-

Bats," Eagle is a talented, confident, tough guy who 

doesn’t much care what you think of his costume or 

codename.” 

http://everydayislikewednesday.blogspot.com/2007/

11/chief-man-of-bats-year-one.html 
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